Minutes
DSD Reform (Use of Force/IA Action Team)
December 1, 2015, 3:00pm – 5:00pm
Location: Webb Building-Room 4.G.4

Present:
Anthony Thomas  Steve Chavez  Sgt Michael Jordan
William Thomas  Major Kelly Bruning  Matt Butterc
Chief Connie Coyle  Phil Cherner  Chief Elias Diggins
Major Bryan Moore  Rick Stubbs  Al LaCabe
Sgt Jamison Brown  Major Rick Guerrero
Chief Gary Wilson  Shannon Elwell
Alfonso Suazo  Sgt Kenneth Juranek
Armando Saldate  Nick Mitchell

Agenda:
1. Approval of minutes from November 24, 2015
2. Follow up on Feedback from the Director of Safety’s Office
3. Break-out session for Sub-groups

Discussion:
The minutes from the November 24, 2015 meeting were approved by the Team.

Nick encouraged the Sub-groups that received feedback from the Director of Safety to submit any resultant implementation plan revisions today.

Al initiated a discussion with the Team regarding the significance of capturing data on incidents deescalated without the use of force. Another Sub-group was formed to address this issue.

Team members met in Sub-groups to continue work on the implementation plans; reconvened, debriefed and dismissed.

Action Items:
Next Meeting: December 8, 2015 (3:00pm – 5:00pm)
Webb Building-Room 4.G.4